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Rise, Tarnished, and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. From the developer: "Welcome to Elden Ring Activation Code. The world of Elden is about to
be changed by a new hero. The brave defender of Elden sends forth a message to the world. You are an outsider who has received a message of a new legend.
You have the mission of fulfilling this legend and saving the world of Elden, as you walk into the unknown of the Lands Between. Rise, Tarnished. " ■ Warrior and
Sorcerer are added The warrior class and the wizard class are added in the game as addition to the summon class. The use of wands and weapons does not work
in the summon class. However, the addition of wands and weapons does not affect the durations of wands and other magic items. You can equip weapons that
support summon magic to select your summon class. You will soon be able to use magic in the summons. ■ New Grade Up You will be able to “Level-up” after
every 100 quests. The MAXIMUM level that you can attain is 100. Your “Level-up level” is shown as a number in the orange header at the top of the screen in-
game. If the level shows 100, it means that you have attained the maximum level. If the level shows less than 100, it means that you have not attained the
maximum level. If you end up in the display rate limit state, you will not be able to enter the game. The MAXIMUM level that you can attain is 100. Your “Level-up
level” is shown as a number in the orange header at the top of the screen in-game. If the level shows 100, it means that you have attained the maximum level. If
the level shows less than 100, it means that you have not attained the maximum level. If you end up in the display rate limit state, you will not be able to enter
the game. ■ The Adventure Page The Adventure Page is a new mode of game content. You will be able to go on a journey with your party and conquer battle
against new enemies in addition to completing quests to increase EXP and level. ■ The EXP boost effect is changed
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Features Key:
Wide World: Tarnished Magic for a variety of gameplay that let's players discover various content while having a high sense of fun.
Four Magic Arts and Action Directives: Four of the basic combat arts, and three magic arts that can be combined to increase your abilities. All of them have their own action directives, which lets them be customized, allowing a diversity of gameplay.
 

Action Directive "Break item:" Force the enemy to drop their weapons and defend with melee attacks.

Action Directive "Targeted Break item:" Force the enemy to drop their weapons and defend with melee attacks.

Action Directive "Swap Gear": Perform an action similar to the one you performed during the current turn and create a new item you can use.
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